
How to Apply
ULTRABLOX® X-Ray Attenuating Cream

SINGLE GLOVE METHOD

STEP 2
Spread cream on front and back of both hands, making sure to 
evenly and thoroughly coat each side and between each finger. 
Use enough cream so that both hands are completely covered 
with a paper-thin layer of cream.

STEP 1
Open tube and squeeze out attenuating cream into one hand.

STEP 3
Apply surgical glove* over cream on each hand 
making sure to encapsulate the cream between 
the glove and the hand.

*For use with natural rubber latex gloves and latex-free 
poly-isoprene surgeon’s gloves only.

REMOVAL
Wash hands using a mild abrasive soap or 
a scrubby bar utilizing your normal post-
surgical scrub technique.

See reverse side for Double Glove Application Method
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How to Apply
ULTRABLOX® X-Ray Attenuating Cream

DOUBLE GLOVE METHOD
See reverse side for Single Glove Application Method
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STEP 1
Put on the first pair of surgical gloves.

STEP 2
Open tube and squeeze out attenuating cream into gloved hands.

STEP 3
Spread cream on front and back of both gloved hands, 
making sure to evenly and thoroughly coat each side 
and between each finger. Use enough cream so that 
hands are completely covered with a paper-thin layer 
of cream.

STEP 4
Apply the second surgical glove over the cream 
making sure to encapsulate the cream between the 
two gloves.

REMOVAL
Grasp end of glove taking care to remove bottom 
glove, cream and top glove all at once.


